
current situation
key factors
key mechanisms

WHAT WE WANT TO TELL YOU?
Share finding on evaluation cultures in 
10 CEE countries

WHY IT IS IMPORTANT?
Our lessons learnt can be useful for other 
countries that share similar characteristics

This presentation bases on the result of bigger study 
covering 27 member states of the European Union

Project run by Ministry or Regional Development, Poland
Co-financed by the European Union:
European Regional Development Fund

R: www.ewaluacja.gov.pl

Unified template for research, 
IDI and reporting
3-4 interviews with key 
contacts in a country
R: over 100 interviews

review of the 
secondary data

27 country experts writing 
country chapters

Iryna Kravchuk
Karol Olejniczak
Piotr Strzęboszewski

3 experts comparing and 
searching for patterns 

Book will be published December 2011

R: Contact us to obtain a copy of the book

HOW WE DONE IT
Systematic review; qualitative approach

Intro to our Study

process oriented
compliance oriented
unclear rules
different interpretations
risk and blame avoidance

Traditional bureaucracy 
(but not an ideal Weberian model)

strategic planning became discredited 
because of centrally planed economy past
no program approach
no performance budgeting (PPBS)
no tradition of evaluation

no performance oriented 
culture in public sector

perceived as personal attack
undermines authority
evaluation = control

Critique not culturally 
accepted

Post-communist countries

Czech Republic

Estonia

Hungary
Latvia
Lithuania
Poland

Slovakia

New Member States 
(2004 enlargement)

Bulgaria
Romania

New Member States 
(2007 enlargement)

Partnership - Ukraine

OUR 10 countries

Democratization, human rights, free market economy
EU Assistance and Cohesion Policy
Performance oriented rules

What EU membership 
means for these countries

Basic info about 
Central & Eastern 
Europe
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Intro to our Study

Basic info about 
Central & Eastern 
Europe

Reports only about EU Funded Programs
Only few countries have spill over effects
- uses evaluation for national interventions
R: Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania

Focus on processes - how to spend money faster
Little about effects - what money has change in society
Narrow specific know how quickly becomes obsolete
Fragmented knowledge, little about 
changes in time, trends

Knowledge produced

Used mostly by managers for management 
and implementation process
Systematic follow up of implementation 
of recommendations is rare
R: Poland, Lithuania, Bulgaria

Who & how uses it

Limited accumulation, knowledge often 
lost, learning is repeated
Summaries published by all countries on the web
Full reports published by several countries on the central web
R: Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary

Only one case of integrated, simple database of reports
R: Poland

How knowledge 
accumulates

Knowledge 
production & use

External requirement pushes evaluation activities

Bureaucratic, process-oriented culture of 
public administration

Quality of public debate (little references to 
data and evidences in public discussions)

Context

Financial resources & wide topic coverage

Dedication of small group of civil servants

Active evaluation unit supported by top 
management and located strategically

how to ask evaluative questions
how to balance ToRs 
how to assess the quality of work 
how to disseminate it

Experience of civil servants  

Instability of institutions and lack of 
institutional memory 

Limited planning and strategic thinking 
about knowledge production and use

Demand side

Size of the market and competition 

Presence of local experts

Domination of multinational consultancies

Weak academics with little interest in 
applied public research

Low quality of communicating results of evaluation 

Supply side

Sharing knowledge and experience between central 
evaluation unit and evaluation units in public agencies

Regular conferences and workshops

Availability of post-graduate study programs

Facilitators

Factors & mechanisms that influence 
evaluation use 

Key Findings

Presentation

Based on your experience, what would you add to 
the list of factors & mechanisms?

What is the starting point and strategy 
for building evaluation capacity?

How to address particular factors or mechanisms?

Key questions

Number of advanced public administration 
suffers from information overload

e.g. US is very advanced in using quantitative methods 
however, despite high methodological sophistication, the 
produced studies are often not informative and doesn't 
have strategy how they will be used 

It seems the solution is to start 
evaluation process always with an idea 
HOW we want to use data and info"

key users of the report
what are the main messages for them

what  decision-making process should 
study contribute to

what will be dissemination form and 
channels for the study result

how it should influence decision-making process

Thus, on practical level, each initial study 
idea should be accompanied by 
"Dissemination Strategy" stating:

There is a substantial difference 
between gathering data and info vs 
using them and turning into knowledge

Polish studies shows that scientific language used by 
evaluators mixed up with bureaucratic jargon of civil 
servants and created a heavy mixture that requires 
from an average reader at least 19 years of 
education (PhD level)

keeping sentences short
using active verbs

using "you" and "we"
avoiding technical jargon

matching language to the readers

It would be good if evaluators use standards of 
"Plain English" when writing reports
R: www.plainenglish.co.uk

Highly technical language could be also 
a barrier for evaluation use

Appreciative inquiry can be a method for 
decreasing a fear of civil servants and 
increasing learning. 

It rises questions in a non-threatening way, it asks 
about successes not failures and build solutions on 
the analysis of positive examples, cases, effective 
procedures. 

In a highly bureaucratic, compliance 
oriented culture evaluation is and always 
be perceived as natural threat

People need to understand the data
People need to appreciate and value 
the usefulness of scientific proofs

People need to be able to assess the validity of 
argument - see the difference between strong 
evidence and poor, weak studies

All these things come with an early 
education - it is all about critical thinking skills

So the basis for cultural shifts has to be build starting from primary 
education and build throughout the whole education process
e.g. Slovakia started teaching critical thinking already in primary 
schools - it is a way to teach how to use research results in 
general and evaluation in particular

Use of evaluation is a part of wider 
"Evidence-Based" culture of decision-
making. This require more fundamental 
change in culture

start looking at the spatial entities, 
communities were different financial 
incentives merge

It also helps to develops evaluative 
culture in local communities. 

eg Mexico
Columbia

start looking at the results from the 
perspective of citizens - give them a right 
to monitor and assess - the new tool is 
citizen scorecards. It helps to develop 
evaluative culture in local communities. 

The way to make evaluation more interesting to the 
public is to change the point of reference. Instead of 
looking from the agency perspective, analyzing lines 
of financing and single interventions (that are artificial 
entities) we should

Key issues raised 
during the discussion
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